
Swordsman 1331 

Chapter 1331: The Last Permission for the Battle! 

 

Wu Chao also looked at Jian Wushuang, waiting for the answer. 

He was also interested in the man recommended by Jian Wushuang. 

“The seventh level.” Jian Wushuang answered. 

“Seventh?” Lord Wu Cang was surprised. 

He had expected Jian Wushuang to pass all the ten levels based on his power. 

But soon he realized that Jian Wushuang didn’t make full efforts. Jian Wushuang just intended to pass 

the test. 

Wu Chao sneered, “Seventh? Only the minimum standard for joining the Snow Dojo. It seems that the 

talent you recommend just has a mediocre performance.” 

“What about the talent you bring here?” Lord Wu Cang asked indifferently. 

Wu Chao looked at the silent man standing behind him, “Show your capability, Dong Ao.” 

“Yes, Master.” The man nodded and went to the Snow Tower, without a glance at Jian Wushuang. 

“I don’t want to waste my time here. Let’s go, Jian Wushuang.” Lord Wu Cang then left with Jian 

Wushuang. 

Wu Chao sneered and let them go. 

“Who is that man? It seems that you don’t like him.” Jian Wushuang asked Lord Wu Cang. 

“He is Wu Chao, another Golden Deacon. We have been competing with each other for the past few 

years.” 

What Jian Wushuang had guessed was confirmed. 

“Let’s go and meet the Chief Deacon.” 

Lord Wu Cang led Jian Wushuang to an attic and came to a lady in green. 

Though the lady looked tender, Jian Wushuang could feel with his soul power that she was actually 

more powerful than Lord Wu Cang. 

Obviously, she was the Chief Deacon of the Snow Dojo. 

“Deacon Green, this is Jian Wushuang who passed the test of the Snow Tower. I bring him here to apply 

for permission for him to join the ranked Battle of Universe Gods in the First Heaven.” Lord Wu Cang 

said directly his intention. 

“You also want permission?” Deacon Green frowned. 



“Is there anyone else who also wants permission?” Lord Wu Cang was surprised. 

“Wu Chao has sent messages to me to apply for the permission.” Deacon Green said. 

“Why does he want that?!” Lord Wu Cang was angry. 

“Now I will call him to come here to discuss.” Deacon Green said. 

After a while, Wu Chao came with the talent Dong Ao 

Wu Chao and Dong Ao were still indifferent when he met Lord Wu Cang and Jian Wushuang. 

“OK, let’s talk and decide who can get permission.” 

Deacon Green analyzed, “There will be three Ranked Battles after three months. Ten Universe Gods in 

each Heaven will go to the battles. As for Universe Gods from the First Heaven, nine of them have been 

decided and there is only one left.” 

“Who can get permission?” 

“Of course Jian Wushuang,” Lord Wu Cang said, “only he can absolutely win in the battle!” 

“Don’t be so arrogant. How many levels has Jian Wushuang passed in the Snow Tower?” Wu Chao 

asked. 

“The Seventh.” 

Wu Chao sneered, “How could he have the privilege to join the battle when he has only passed seven 

levels? Guess how many levels Dong Ao passed? Eight! And he nearly passed the ninth.” 

“So it’s obvious that Dong Ao is more suitable.” 

Even Deacon Green was surprised that Dong Ao almost passed nine levels. 

After all, it was more difficult in higher levels. 

Less than five Universe Gods could pass the ninth level. And they would join in the battles.” 

“Just testing in the Snow Tower couldn’t prove anything.” 

“OK, shut up” Deacon Green said, to stop them from quarreling. 

“Do you know how important the Ranked Battle is? The reputation of Snow Dojo would be ruined if we 

lose again!” Deacon Green said emotionally. 

Her voice was resounding around the palace. 

And Lord Wu Cang and Wu Chao fell silent. 

“OK. So let the two talents battle to decide who permission belongs to. It’s a simple method. Do you 

agree?” 

Both Lord Wu Cang and Wu Chao nodded. 

Jian Wushuang didn’t show disapproval. 



And Dong Ao still glanced at Jian Wushuang indifferently. 

He thought only a Universe God passing seven levels was worth no attention of his. 

There was a boundless square in the Snow Dojo, and talents used to gather there to battle. 

Jian Wushuang and Doing Ao came to the center of the square. 

Other talents also came here to watch him battle. 

Among them there was a slender and handsome man named Long Hao. 

“Long Hao, you are the leader of the Universe Gods of the First Heaven. Watch their battle and decide 

which one is more suitable to join your team in the battle.” 

“Yes, Deacon.” Long Hao nodded. 

Chapter 1332: Jian Wushuang Versus Dong Ao 

 

“The two of you can start now,” Master Qing instructed. 

Jian Wushuang and Dong Ao walked towards the middle of the drill ground. 

“Jian Wushuang,” Wu Cang spoke, “When you go into Snow Tower, you are only required to reach the 

seventh floor and you don’t need to worry about it. But now, you have to take this seriously.” 

“Don’t worry, I know,” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. 

Jian Wushuang and Dong Ao stood in the middle of the drill ground and faced each other in a short 

distance. 

Dong Ao had a frosty look and he gazed at Jian Wushuang. He lowered his voice and said, “You go ahead 

first. Give me your all. Otherwise, you might not stand a chance.” 

“You’re pretty confident,” Jian Wushuang raised his eyebrows. The Blood Mountain Sword appeared in 

his hand, “I’d like to see where your confidence derives from.” 

Jian Wushuang took action straight away. 

A flowing light suddenly flashed. Then, Jian Wushuang stood before Dong Ao and stroked with Blood 

Mountain Sword. 

Although the stroke looked like it was performed casually, it felt like it could actually tear the world. 

The divine power that Jian Wushuang let out was merely the level of a Peak Universe God in the First 

Heaven. However, through Blood Mountain Sword, it was a notch stronger than an ordinary Peak 

Universe God in the First Heaven. 

Looking at the attack of the sword light, Dong Ao’s gaze turned cold and he took a step forward. 

The moment he took a step forward, the saber that he was carrying behind his back was suddenly 

withdrawn simultaneously. 



Cling-clang. The saber light was like a wave lapping at Jian Wushuang. 

There was a cloud of grey mist that soared up from Dong Ao. His image suddenly became very blurry. 

Dang! Dang! Dang! 

The continuous metal clashing noise was heard and Jian Wushuang’s figure was forced to move three 

steps back. 

“This strength, you’re not weak, huh?” Jian Wushuang lifted his eyebrows, “It’s a secret skill. The grey 

mist that covered his body strengthened the explosion of his divine power.” 

Buzz! 

A fierce blade suddenly raised and Dong Ao’s gaze turned cold. The grey mist on his body suddenly 

increased and his divine body increased in size too. He looked as though he had turned into a brown 

bear and there was a terrifying hostility. 

Wow! 

Dong Ao slashed his saber down. 

A shadow that covered half the sky appeared from nowhere. The shadow contained an imposing power 

and the disciples from Snow Dojo were surprised. 

“A rank two unique skill?” 

“Although it’s only a beginner rank two, it’s not too shabby.” 

Some disciples were discussing among themselves. 

For a Peak Universe God in the First Heaven to create a rank two unique skill, it would definitely stir a 

commotion elsewhere in other worlds. 

However, in Snow Dojo where experts gathered, for a Universe God in the First Heaven to create a rank 

two unique skill was nothing. 

There were at least a dozen Universe Gods in the First Heaven in the Snow Dojo who had created rank 

two unique skill after all. 

At the same time as Dong Ao wielded his saber and put his rank two unique skill to play, Jian Wushuang 

swung his sword and performed a rank two unique skill too, Test Wrecker! 

Bang! 

There was a loud thud and the ground suddenly cracked and shattered. 

Jian Wushuang was pushed back by the impact once again. He wasn’t just forced backwards but actually 

flew off. 

Only after a while he regained stability. 

“As expected, you who merely reached the seventh floor of Snow Tower, are only at this level of 

power,” Dong Ao stood there with his saber as he spoke in a disdainful manner. 



By the side, Wu Chao saw and he couldn’t help but look at Wu Cang in disdain and smiled coldly, “Wu 

Cang, this is the genius who you were talking about earlier? The one who can win victory for Snow Dojo 

in the ranking battle? Stop joking.” 

“The battle has yet to end. Why are you in a hurry?” Wu Cang snorted but he wasn’t panicking at all. 

On the battlefield, Jian Wushuang heard Dong Ao’s disdain and taunting words. His pupils contracted as 

he said, “At first, I wanted to experiment with a few new unique skills on you. But as you said that, let’s 

end the battle straightaway.” 

Jian Wushuang didn’t plan to continue fooling around with Dong Ao but took action directly. 

Swoosh! 

It was the same situation. A flowing light plundered and appeared before Dong Ao. 

Then, he wielded his sword. That stroke was a simple lift to the air, a simple and casual stroke. 

“Funny!” 

Dong Ao didn’t bother with Jian Wushuang. When he saw Jian Wushuang charging towards him, he 

wanted to raise his saber again. 

Buzz! 

The sword light appeared with a faint whistle of the sword. 

Dong Ao shook and he stunned on the spot. 

Psst! 

An arm and a fiery redness flew out. 

Jian Wushuang stopped behind Dong Ao and he slowly tucked Blood Mountain Sword into its scabbard. 

Dong Ao finally came back to reality and he suddenly glared. His eyes were filled with terror and rage. 

He realized that his right arm was chopped off. 

It was because Jian Wushuang showed mercy. Otherwise, that stroke could totally chop off his head. 

“Impossible!” 

“I refuse to accept the result!” 

“It is merely because I’m careless and I didn’t defend you. Hence, your surprise attack succeeded!” 

Dong Ao bellowed, “Jian Wushuang, let’s do this again!” 

“Again?” Jian Wushuang turned around and looked at Dong Ao. In his eyes, there was a flash of disdain. 

By the side, Wu Cang chuckled sneeringly, “Wu Chao, this is the genius that you brought? This kind of 

quality? He lost. If Jian Wushuang didn’t show mercy, he would be dead by now. And he’s shameless 

enough to ask Jian Wushuang for a rematch? Haha!!!” 



Wu Chao’s face grew grave. 

Especially when he heard Dong Ao throwinga tantrum, he felt even more embarrassed. 

“Idiot, get down!” Wu Chao shouted. 

“I refuse!” 

Dong Ao stared at Jian Wushuang. He was really unwilling to accept the outcome. 

He thought Jian Wushuang had merely defeated him by a surprise attack because he was not paying 

attention. 

However, no matter how unhappy he was with the result, he had lost. No one pitied him. Jian Wushuang 

wouldn’t do a rematch with him. He had no choice but to leave. 

“Long Hao, you watched the two battles. Do you have a decision?” Master Qing looked at Long Hao. 

“Yes.” Long Hao nodded and smiled, “The battle earlier, Jian Wushuang was originally at disadvantage. 

However, he could defeat Dong Ao directly in the end because he performed a consciousness attack. It 

was a very fierce consciousness attack, even Dong Ao, who was a Peak Universe God in the First Heaven, 

couldn’t resist.” 

“Such an impressive consciousness attack is rare to come by!” 

Long Hao was telling the truth. 

A consciousness attack wasn’t something rated. Most cultivators could perform the trick, but to be able 

to perform didn’t mean one was an expert at it. 

In the Eternal Chaotic World, only very few people specialized in consciousness attacks or other similar 

magic tricks. Only those who were experts in it could perform such fierce consciousness attacks, and Jian 

Wushuang was obviously one of them. 

Chapter 1333: The Ranked Battle Began! 

 

“None of the nine Universe Gods in the First Heaven, including me, is good at conscious attacks, and Jian 

Wushuang, whether powerful or not, can help us a lot!” Long Hao said. 

“Then, Jian Wushuang, you should make a full preparation in the next three months and join in the 

Ranked Battle with Long Hao. Don’t lose the battle!” Deacon Green said. 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

“Jian Wushuang, we can communicate frequently together to enhance mutual understanding so that 

you can cooperate well in the battle.” Long Hao said to Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang also nodded. 

Other talents went back when they knew who the last permission for the battle belonged to. 

And Wu Chao left with Dong Ao disappointedly. 



Jian Wushuang and Lord Wu Cang also went back. 

“Jian Wushuang, you always keep a low profile about your power.” Lord Wu Cang said. 

“I won’t stay in the Snow Dojo for too long and I just have to get what I want. It is unnecessary for me to 

display what I really have,” Jian Wushuang shook his head. 

“That’s good, but please make full efforts in the battle. After all, Universe Gods in the Snow Dojo still lag 

behind those in the Universe God Palace. If you don’t give a hand, we will definitely lose,” Lord Wu Cang 

said embarrassedly. 

“Yes, I know how to manage it.” 

“Good.” And Lord Wu Cang didn’t continue. 

In the next three months, Jian Wushuang attended the training with other battle participants and 

exchanged ideas with them. 

When someone invited him to battle together, he seldom refused but he never showed his true power. 

He had always kept a low profile in the Snow Dojo. 

One of the reasons was that he didn’t want leaders in the Snow Dojo to know his power and keep him in 

the Dojo. 

Three months soon passed and the Ranked Battle began. 

The battle between the Snow Dojo and the Universe God Palace, the two well-known genius 

concentration camps, was certainly attractive. 

The boundless battlefield was crowded with numerous talents. 

Many privileged and powerful families and tribes had all come here to watch the battle. 

There were two thrones at the grandstand of the battlefield, on which two gods sat. 

One of them was an elderly god with a red robe and red hair. He was calm but awesome, as if he could 

burn everything in the heaven. 

The other one was with short black hair and a cool face, with eyes gleaming with black light. Whoever 

sat beside him felt as if he was also in the middle of a black hole. 

“So horrible!” 

“So awesome they are!” 

Even Jian Wushuang was shocked by their presence. 

“Their aura is much stronger than the Universe Gods. So I guess…They have already surpassed the level 

of Universe Gods.” Jian Wushuang said quietly. 

“Exactly,” King of Venomous Worms in Jian Wushuang’s body said, “They have already surpassed the 

level of Universe Gods and reached a brand new level, which belongs to the Eternal Chaotic World. They 



are the real experts in the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries, though they are still not the top ones and far less 

powerful than King Luo Zhen and the creator of the Lineage of Star.” 

“But they are still powerful enough to kill me easily.” Jian Wushuang said with self-mockery. 

“Jian Wushuang.” 

Lord Wu Cang pointed at the elderly man with the strong aura like black holes and said, “He is Master of 

Silence Gloriette and only he knows the route to the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries.” 

Jian Wushuang nodded. 

On the grandstand, Master of Silence Gloriette was chatting with the red-haired Elderly. 

“I think it is no longer necessary to hold the Ranked Battle if you guys lose again this time. We have won 

five times consecutively and you guys are too weak to be opponents,” the red-haired Elderly said 

indifferently. 

Master of Silence Gloriette snorted, “Nonsense! We will be the winners this time!” 

“You seem confident,” the red-haired Elderly smiled. 

“Of course.” 

“But you were also confident last time, but your Snow Dojo won nothing in the last three rounds!” The 

taunt from the red-haired Elderly was obvious. 

Master of Silence Gloriette got angry, “If we don’t win this time, I will kill all the Golden Deacons!” and 

he glanced at Deacon Green on his side, “Go and bring all the Golden Deacons here.” 

“Yes, my Majesty.” Deacon Green followed his order. 

“Jian Wushuang, Master of Silence Gloriette asks us to go there. So just follow Long Hao and make a 

good preparation.” Lord Wu Cang said. 

“OK.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

The highly anticipated Ranked Battle was around the corner. 

The first round of the battle was between the most powerful talents, Universe Gods of the Third 

Heaven. 

Ten participants from each team all went to the center of the battle field. 

There was a huge wormhole in the center. 

“Begin!” 

As Master of Silence Gloriette announced the battle starting, the Universe Gods of the Third Heaven 

from both the Snow Dojo and Universe God Palace all went into the wormhole. 

Chapter 1334: One Win And One Defeat! 

 



When those Universe God in the Third Heaven entered the Wormhole – 

Vroom! 

In the void in the middle of the training field, there was a huge mirror image that appeared in the air. 

The mirror image contained countless frames that showed every corner of the Mountain Rock World 

where the ranking battle would take place. 

No matter where the battle was going to take place in Mountain Rock World, they would be able to 

watch clearly through the mirror image. 

“It’s starting.” 

Many experts in the training field were getting excited. 

Jian Wushuang, too, lifted his head to watch the mirror image. He noticed that after the Universe Gods 

in the Third Heaven from both parties entered the Wormhole, they were scattered in various corner in 

Mountain Rock World. 

The rule of the ranking battle was simple, which was for the two parties to fight against each other in 

Mountain Rock World. 

Because the Mountain Rock World itself was a gnosis treasure. Even if one were to be killed within 

Mountain Rock World, he wouldn’t be dead but only be sent out from Mountain Rock World. Hence, the 

geniuses from both parties could fight without inhibition. They could fight until all the geniuses from the 

opposite party were eliminated. 

Besides, Mountain Rock World was a spacious world. With only twenty geniuses fighting in it, it would 

require a few days time to determine the victory and defeat. 

However, the geniuses from both parties would choose a meeting place ahead of time so that they 

could gather all scattered geniuses together and kill the geniuses from the other party who was alone. In 

turn, they would gain an advantageous position. 

In the image, Jian Wushuang saw the geniuses in the Third Heaven from both parties were taking action. 

“Listen up. When the third ranking battle begins after we enter Mountain Rock World, no matter where 

you are, you must rush to the Blood Fire Pinnacle straightaway with the fastest speed. Understand?” 

Long Hao pointed at a lofty pinnacle in the image and exhorted. 

“Understood,” the surrounding Universe Gods in the First Heaven nodded simultaneously. 

“Blood Fire Pinnacle??” Jian Wushuang memorized it. 

At the beginning, the geniuses were scattered further away in Mountain Rock World and it was rather 

calm. However, the tranquillity was only sustained for a while until the fight began. 

The geniuses from both parties started fighting without hesitation the moment they met. 

“Look, it’s Senior Chen Feng!” 



“He killed an enemy all by himself. The one he killed from Universe God Palace is quite famous, but he 

couldn’t even run away from Senior Chen Feng!” 

“He lives up to his reputation as the strongest among Universe Gods in the Third Heaven in Snow Dojo. 

He is really impressive!” 

Jian Wushuang stayed among the geniuses from Snow Dojo as he listened to the discussion and 

exclamation of the surrounding geniuses. 

“Chen Feng?” 

Jian Wushuang looked at another image. In the image, Chen Feng killed and eliminated a Universe God 

in the Third Heaven from Universe God Palace. 

It was the first time Jian Wushuang saw Universe Gods in the Third Heaven fight and they were all real 

geniuses. Hence, he was all excited too. 

“Lord Wu Cang said that Snow Dojo has a high chance of winning in the ranking battle amongst Universe 

Gods in the Third Heaven. The reason it was highly likely was because of Chen Feng. He seemed to be 

the top person amongst the Universe Gods in the Third Heaven in Snow Dojo,” Jian Wushuang 

complemented. 

Then, the fight between the two parties became even more ferocious. 

Jian Wushuang paid full attention as he watched. 

The time flew past. Three days passed in the blink of an eye. 

The ranking battle was finally over. 

“Won!” 

“We won!” 

“Haha, three ranking battles and we, Snow Dojo took first!” 

The disciples from Snow Dojo were extremely happy. 

The final winner for the first ranking battle was Snow Dojo. 

Although it was rather complicated and tough, Snow Dojo won in the end. 

Of course, Jian Wushuang could tell that they won the ranking battle most likely because of Chen Feng. 

He was too powerful. In the final battle, he held back two major Universe Gods in the Third Heaven from 

Universe God Palace. 

The Master of Silence Gloriette revealed a hearty smile on the stand, “Luckily there wasn’t any incidents 

in the first ranking battle.” 

“Chen Feng from your Snow Dojo is really powerful. No one from my Universe God Palace could be 

evenly matched with him. It’s well within expectation that you would win this battle,” The red-haired 

elderly smiled faintly. He looked like he was unconcerned. 



Before the ranking battle started, both Snow Dojo and Universe God Palace gathered news silently. 

Hence, both parties were well informed. 

Universe God Palace knew long ago that they didn’t have a high chance of winning for the first ranking 

battle. Hence, the red-haired elderly naturally didn’t care. 

However, your Snow Dojo could only do well in the first ranking battle. For the following second and 

third ranking battle, I reckon you wouldn’t stand a chance,” the red-haired elderly smiled as he added. 

“Is that so? We shall see,” the Master of Silence Gloriette snorted. 

Soon after the first ranking battle ended, the second ranking battle started. 

The second ranking battle was among the Universe Gods in the Second Heaven. 

Similar to the first battle, ten Universe Gods in the Second Heaven from both parties entered into 

Mountain Rock World directly and started fighting against each other. 

Just as the red-haired elderly had predicted, because of Chen Feng’s existence in the first ranking battle, 

the geniuses from Universe God Palace lost in the end even though they were indomitable. 

However, in the second ranking battle, none of the ten representatives from Snow Dojo was an expert 

like Chen Feng. On the contrary, there were three among the representatives from Universe God Palace 

who possessed the power of a Universe God in the Third Heaven. Their overall power was far stronger 

than Snow Dojo. 

Hence, for that round of ranking battle, from the beginning till the end, the situation was one-sided. It 

only took two days for the battle to end and there was no space for struggle either. 

When the ranking battle ended, Universe God Palace had eight Universe Gods left standing. Only two 

were eliminated. 

“Rubbish!” 

“A bunch of rubbish!” 

On the stand, there was rage burning in the Master of Silence Gloriette’s eyes. His rage spilled over to a 

group of golden-dressed deacons behind him. 

The golden-dressed deacons, including Wu Cang, were all trembling in fear. 

They knew that they lost the second ranking battle and both parties were tied. So, they definitely 

couldn’t lose the third ranking battle. 

The Master of Silence Gloriette would definitely be in a violent rage if they were to lose. By then, all of 

them would be suffering. 

“Luckily, in the final battle, there’s Jian Wushuang. We shouldn’t lose,” Wu Cang mumbled to comfort 

himself. 

He had seen Jian Wushuang’s power with his own eyes. Hence, he was naturally confident in Jian 

Wushuang. 



Chapter 1335: The Poor Confused Guy! 

 

The last round of the battle, also the most important one, was the battle between the Universe Gods in 

the First Heaven. 

All eyes were on the participants from both teams. 

Among them there was Jian Wushuang, who deliberately controlled his aura to avoid attention. 

Only Lord Wu Cang and Dong Ao were looking at him. 

Dong Ao stared at Jian Wushuang angrily, tightly holding his hands. He could accept the fact that he was 

defeated by Jian Wushuang. 

He still believed that he was defeated because of his carelessness over Jian Wushuang’s conscious 

attack. 

“I am now watching how you will be defeated in the battle!” Dong Ao murmured with hatred brewing in 

his mind. 

At the center of the battlefield, twenty talents from the two teams stood side by side. 

“See you again Long Hao.” 

The voice came from the young man in the black robe. He was the genius in Universe God Palace. 

“Lu Qing?” Long Hao was surprised. 

“Are you going to invite the insult this time?” The young man in black said to Long Hao, since last 

Ranked Battle Long Hao was defeated. 

“That was the story ten thousand years ago. This time, I will win!” Long Hao said. 

“OK, I will wait and see,” Lu Qing snorted. 

“Round Three starts!” 

The red-haired Elderly announced. 

“Go!” 

Talents from the two team went through the wormhole and entered into the Mountain Rock World 

without any hesitation. 

The third round had now started. 

Bang! 

Jian Wushuang went into a forest. 

The forest was luxuriant and vibrant. 

As he came here, Jian Wushuang started to looked around. 



“Long Hao told me to go to the Blood Fire Pinnacle immediately after arriving at the Mountain Rock 

World, but, where is the Blood Fire Pinnacle?” Jian Wushuang frowned. 

And he realized he could only remember fragmented parts in the Mountain Rock World when he watch 

the precious two rounds. But he couldn’t connect them together and he now had no idea of routes in 

this Mountain Rock World. 

He didn’t even know his own location. 

“But I feel that the Blood Fire Pinnacle is in this direction.” And Jian Wushuang followed his intuition. 

In the battlefield, everyone was watching the third round. 

A participant had already met his opponent and started to fight. 

And soon a result was concluded. 

One talent from the Snow Dojo was already out! 

“Well, unfortunately, he met Lu Qing and didn’t even have a chance to escape.” 

In terms of overall strength, participants from the Snow Dojo were weaker than those from the Universe 

God Palace. And now with one out, the Snow Dojo was in a harder situation. 

Talents signed for the unfortunate Snow Dojo. 

Master of Silence Gloriette seemed worried. 

After a day. 

The Snow Dojo almost lost its member! 

But at the crucial moment Long Hao came here to kill two rivals from the Universe God Palace. Or four 

talents from the Snow Dojo would die! 

But two participants from the Snow Dojo were severely injured, though they didn’t die. 

Spectators were holding a heated discussion of the battle. 

Until now, two talents from each team were out and two from the Snow Dojo were severely injured. 

The Snow Dojo lagged behind. 

“Snow Dojo must come up with a solution or it will be doomed to fail!” 

“But they cooperate well with each other. All talents from the Snow Dojo are now coming toward the 

Blood Fire Pinnacle so that they can fight together against their opponents who were alone. There is still 

hope!” 

“Hahaha, look here. Who is that guy carrying a sword? Is he from the Snow Dojo? What is he doing?” 

Someone found Jian Wushuang and laughed. 

And others all started to pay attention to him. 

It looked funny. 



“Why does he go to the Dark Sea when others were fighting fiercely?” 

“The Dark Sea is the margin of the Mountain Rock World. Is he hiding there?” 

“Haha, poor guy, he looks confused!” 

Everyone was laughing. 

Talents from the Universe God Palace laughed recklessly. 

But those from the Universe God Palace looked worried and ashamed. 

Why did Jian Wushuang go to the Dark Sea when others were fighting fiercely? 

“What is happening?!” 

Master of Silence Gloriette tightly clenched his hands and looked horribly angry. 

All Golden Deacon behind him were also surprised. 

Especially Lord Wu Cang. The poor confused guy was exactly like Jian Wushuang! 

“What the hell is he doing?” Lord Wu Cang got angry. But after a while he analyzed that maybe Jian 

Wushuang had lost his way and didn’t know the direction of the Blood Fire Pinnacle. 

Suddenly, something occurred to Lord Wu Cang. 

“Oh my God!” 

He just entered into the Snow Dojo and was unfamiliar with Mountain Rock World. And I forgot to give 

him a map! 

At this moment, Master of Silence Gloriette stared at Lord Wu Cang angrily. 

“I hear that it’s you that recommend the guy in the dark sea into the Snow Dojo. Right?” Master of 

Silence Gloriette asked. 

“If we lose this time, I will kill you!” Master of Silence Gloriette told Lord Wu Cang. 

Chapter 1336: Finally Made It! 

 

“Humph, you’d better be praying that we, Snow Dojo, will win this ranking battle. Otherwise, I will tear 

off your skin!” 

Wu Cang heard the Master of Silence Gloriette’s raging voice and he trembled. He wore an anguished 

look as he thought, “Jian Wushuang, you are getting me into trouble!” 

Next to Wu Cang was Wu Chao, who was always competing with him. He laughed mischievously, 

“Humph, didn’t you want Jian Wushuang to join the battle back then? Now, I shall see how you’d take 

care of this.” 

Among the people in the training field, Dong Ao looked extremely sullen and said, “Jian Wushuang, if 

you were to continue to lose, I shall see how you are going to die when the ranking battle ends!” 



Jian Wushuang had already arrived at the Dark Sea and he noticed that something wasn’t right. 

“This sea seems to be the border of Mountain Rock World?” Jian Wushuang was shocked. 

Although he wasn’t familiar with Mountain Rock World, when he was watching the two ranking battles 

earlier, he saw the sea from the images. 

The geniuses from both parties never came here in every battle. 

“I think I took the wrong way.” 

Jian Wushuang clicked his tongue and turned around to walk back. 

“I hope I can reach it in time.” 

Jian Wushuang felt helpless too. 

In Mountain Rock World, both parties were having a ferocious fight. However, the winning balance was 

tipping over Universe God Palace all the time. 

“Sigh, Snow Dojo is going to lose!” 

“Even Long Hao was injured. He is quite badly injured and it’ll be difficult for him to recover. There 

seems to be no struggle point for Snow Dojo.” 

“Look, Universe God Palace is approaching. The final battle is going to begin.” 

Before everyone’s gaze, in one of the images, there were seven representatives from Universe God 

Palace who were alive. They were meeting up with Snow Dojo’s representatives. 

There were only five representatives from Snow Dojo who had gathered there. The other four were 

eliminated, while Jian Wushuang had yet to reach there. 

Among the five representatives, three were severely injured. That included Long Hao, who was the 

strongest of all. 

On the other hand, Universe God Palace maintained their team pretty well. There were still seven of 

them left. Their power was too vastly different. 

“Don’t give up. We can hold them back by using a strong formation until Long Hao recovers completely. 

We still have a chance!” 

The few geniuses from Snow Dojo kept pressing even though they were at such a disadvantage. They 

didn’t intend to give up. Among the five geniuses, there was one who was an expert in formation. He 

immediately set up a formation and they continued to fight against the representative from Universe 

God Palace with the aid of power derived from the formation. 

But the sight looked just like they were fighting desperately like a cornered wild beast. 

“Haha, Long Hao, you still don’t want to give up at such state?” A burst of taunting laughter was heard 

from outside the formation. The one who spoke was Lu Qing from Universe God Palace, “From the 

previous ranking battle, you were defeated by me. This time, you will be heavily defeated.” 



“You don’t stand a chance!” 

The few geniuses from Universe God Palace were beaming with joy. Under Lu Qing’s lead, they 

suppressed the formation and it was going to be routed soon. 

Once the formation was routed, the remaining geniuses would fight face-to-face. Then, Snow Dojo 

would definitely be trounced. 

Just then, there was a figure that appeared in the sky. 

“Oh? The lost guy is finally on the battlefield.” 

“Haha, he’s finally here. But, he’s too late!” 

“The die is cast. Snow Dojo doesn’t stand a chance. Even if the little guy came here in time, it wouldn’t 

be much help to Snow Dojo.” 

“Including this session of ranking battle that Universe God Palace won, we are in a winning strike of six 

battles. Tsk tsk!” 

Everyone on the training field complemented. 

Jian Wushuang who appeared at the border of the battlefield in the image, saw the situation of the 

battlefield. 

“Luckily. Although I’m a little late, I got here in time,” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly and Blood Mountain 

Sword immediately appeared in his hand. 

He was clear with the situation of the battlefield before his eyes. 

He knew that the geniuses from Snow Dojo couldn’t hold on any longer. At such a crucial moment, he 

had to take action. 

Swoosh! 

Jian Wushuang moved towards the battlefield before him like a flowing light. 

The geniuses from both parties noticed his arrival that instant as well. 

“It’s Jian Wushuang?” 

“It’s him!” 

“He only came to meet us now?” 

The few geniuses from Snow Dojo was burning with rage. 

They didn’t see Jian Wushuang during the meeting at Blood Fire Pinnacle earlier and they thought Jian 

Wushuang was killed and eliminated by the people from Universe God Palace on his way there. 

But then they realized that Jian Wushuang was still surviving in Mountain Rock World. 

If he wasn’t eliminated, why didn’t he meet us earlier? 



“Forget it. Better late than never,” Long Hao sighed and shouted, “Quick, Jian Wushuang, come into the 

formation. Work together to resist Universe God Palace’s attack. Wait ’til I recover to my peak, we still 

stand a chance!” 

“Jian Wushuang, hurry up.” The other geniuses from Snow Dojo shouted too. 

When Jian Wushuang heard Long Hao shouting, his pupils contracted and he quickly thought. The very 

next moment, he didn’t reply to Long Hao and the rest, nor did he enter the formation. He wielded the 

Blood Mountain Sword and charged towards the seven geniuses from Universe God Palace. 

That sight astonished Long Hao and the rest. 

On the training field outside Mountain Rock World, everyone saw Jian Wushuang’s movement and they 

were all shocked. Then, it was followed by a roar of laughter. 

“This boy is really silly, huh?” 

“According to the situation now, if he were to enter the formation to resist the attack together as Long 

Hao said, they might really stand a chance. Who knew that the guy would charge towards the geniuses 

from Universe God Palace alone.” 

“He was already lost before, to the point where he got to the Dark Sea. Now that he finally made it in 

time to the final battle, he looks even more lost.” 

Many spectators were entertained with Jian Wushuang’s movement. 

On the stand, the Master of Silence Gloriette’s face grew grave. An unusually terrifying aura was 

spiraling around him, and he was still holding it back before it exploded entirely. 

The other experts from Snow Dojo looked extremely embarrassed too. 

On the battlefield in Mountain Rock World, those geniuses from Universe God Palace saw Jian 

Wushuang charged towards them alone. 

The seven geniuses found it strange too. 

“Who knew there would be a fish out of the net.” 

“Who the hell is this? Why haven’t I seen him before?” 

“Who cares. If he has a death wish, grant it to him. Kill him.” 

The seven geniuses from Universe God Palace locked into their target, Jian Wushuang. Just as they 

prepared to take action, Jian Wushuang who came before them… Suddenly wielded his sword! 

Chapter 1337: Jian Wushuang’s Divine Power Exploded! 

 

Bang! 

With a flash of light, Jian Wushuang’s swordsmanship was like a brisk autumn wind flying across the 

heavens, without any trail. 



The seven rivals who had been ready to kill Jian Wushuang were all shocked by his swordsmanship. 

Hoooo! 

As the autumn wind dissipated, Jian Wushuang’s figure appeared behind the seven talents from the 

Universe God Palace. His Blood Mountain Sword was still roaring. 

The advanced rank two unique skill—the Autumn Wind Swordsmanship! 

Jian Wushuang acquired this swordsmanship on his way to the Snow Dojo. 

It was similar to the Chant of Disturbance that he had created, but was actually faster and more 

powerful. 

Furthermore, the Autumn Wind Swordsmanship could be used to attack a group of rivals. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! 

There were six cracking sounds. 

Those cracking sounds suggested the split of Token. Six of the seven talents felt shocked when they felt 

the split of their Tokens, soon after which they were forced out of the Mountain Rock World. 

Six geniuses were out of the game. 

“Still one?” 

Jian Wushuang turned around and saw who was still there. 

“It’s a consciousness attack!” 

“How powerful it is!” 

Lu Qing, who was the only one left, felt nervous and sweaty, and licked his lips. 

He was attacked by Jian Wushuang’s consciousness attack, but fortunately he defended himself at the 

crucial moment. 

And the talents, including Long Hao at the other side of the battlefield, were shocked. 

Jian Wushuang had defeated six rivals with only one swordsmanship! 

“You are resilient enough to survive under my attack.” Jian Wushuang smiled to Lu Qing. 

“Who are you?” Lu Qing stared at Jian Wushuang. I know all the powerful talents in the Snow Dojo but I 

have never known someone with such a powerful consciousness attack!” 

“I joined the Snow Dojo just recently. Certainly you don’t know me.” Jian Wushuang laughed, “You quit 

by yourself or did you let me force you out?” 

“Nonsense! Don’t imagine you can defeat me!” 

Lu Qing gritted his teeth and clung to his axe, thinking that he could defeat Jian Wushuang as long as he 

was prepared. 



He rushed to Jian Wushuang. 

Like a furious giant monster. 

In response, Jian Wushuang also strode. 

As he strode, Jian Wushuang wielded his sword, and his Divine Power exploded. 

Lu Qing wielded his axe and exercised his most powerful unique skills against Jian Wushuang’s Blood 

Mountain Sword. 

A big collision. 

Boom! 

Lu Qing felt his body was shaking and he was shocked. As he realized what had happened, his token split 

and he was forced out. 

Again, Jian Wushuang just used a simple attack. 

He didn’t even have to use the Soul Attack. 

After defeating Lu Qing, Jian Wushuang took back his sword and went to Long Hao. 

Long Hao and his teammates were shocked. Jian Wushuang smiled, “We have won, right?” 

They won! 

The Snow Dojo won! 

According to the rules of the Ranked Battle, one party lost the game when all participants were forced 

out of the game. So the Universe God Palace lost the battle. 

Spectators outside the Mountain Rock World were also speechless. 

They were stunned by Jian Wushuang. 

All eyes were on the hero carrying a long sword, the one they had called the “poor confused guy”. 

They had laughed at Jian Wushuang when he went to a group of rivals alone. But now, they had no 

reason to laugh at him. 

Jian Wushuang defeated six talents with only one sword! 

And with another, he defeated Lu Qing, the most excellent candidate among the Universe Gods in the 

First Heaven from the Universe God Palace. 

How powerful Jian Wushuang was!! 

“Excellent!” 

“Hero!” 

“Good job!” 



It was Master of Silence Gloriette who cheered happily. 

Master of Silence Gloriette stood up cheerfully. 

But the Red Fire Elderly beside him was totally the opposite. 

“We lose!” 

It was unexpected for him. 

He had predicted that the Universe God Palace could absolutely win this time. 

Including the third round of the battle. 

But they had lost. 

“It is because of him.” 

The Red Fire Elderly looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“Who is that young talent? Why didn’t we ever hear about him before?” 

The Red Fire Elderly congratulated Master of Silence Gloriette, “Finally you win!” 

Master of Silence Gloriette looked complacent, “I told you that we would win.” 

“Come on!” Red Fire Elderly said, “You won because you enrolled an excellent member, a true genius. 

Without him, you had no chance to win. I guess he stayed in the Snow Dojo for less than one year.” 

The Universe God Palace collected information on the Snow Dojo once a year. 

So the Red Fire Elderly guessed Jian Wushuang was the new member. 

“Haha, you are right. He joined our dojo three months ago.” Master of Silence Gloriette answered. 

Chapter 1338: Triumph in Ranking Battle! 

 

“Less than three months? No wonder.” The red-haired elderly suddenly understood and sighed, “A 

genius like that is hard to come by. It’s a pity that Snow Dojo got their hands on him first.” 

“The Master of Silence Gloriette, your Snow Dojo is lucky this time. For the next ranking battle, you 

won’t be so lucky.” 

The red-haired elderly said, then his figure suddenly dissolved into thin air. 

“Humph, with such a genius, it’d still be Snow Dojo who wins the next ranking battle,” the Master of 

Silence Gloriette replied. 

After the red-haired elderly left, the Master of Silence Gloriette looked at those golden-dressed 

deacons, “Wu Cang, you’re a man of vision.” 

“Thank you, master,” Wu Cang showed a smile and he felt relief. 



The Master of Silence Gloriette said that he would tear his skin off earlier. 

Luckily, Jian Wushuang managed to reach them in time and pulled off impressive tricks. His one lift 

helped Snow Dojo to win the victory for the ranking battle. 

“Oh yeah, what’s the man’s name? How did you come across him?” The Master of Silence Gloriette 

asked casually. He looked like he was in a good mood. 

“His name is Jian Wushuang. I met him when I wandered in the outside world. He is definitely the 

strongest genius I have ever seen,” Wu Cang replied. Of course, Jian Wushuang intentionally reminded 

Wu Cang so he didn’t reveal to the Master of Silence Gloriette that Jian Wushuang was an Inverse 

Cultivator. 

“A Universe God in the First Heaven who has such impressive consciousness, attack skill and such 

terrifying divine power. He is really out of the ordinary,” the Master of Silence Gloriette nodded as he 

complimented. 

Previously, when Jian Wushuang took action in Mountain Rock World, no one else had seen it clearer 

than him. 

“Such a genius, if we Snow Dojo nurture him properly, his achievement definitely wouldn’t be any 

weaker than Chen Feng. Maybe even stronger,” the Master of Silence Gloriette smiled. 

“Master, Jian Wushuang, he… I’m afraid he didn’t intend to stay in Snow Dojo,” Wu Cang said. 

“Oh? Why?” The Master of Silence Gloriette creased his eyebrows and asked. 

Wu Cang didn’t hide anything, briefly telling the Master of Silence Gloriette the ins and outs of the story. 

“Is that so? Jian Wushuang wanted to get the travel route to the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries from me 

and that’s why he won the ranking battle for me?” The Master of Silence Gloriette nodded, “the Ten 

Cultivation Sanctuaries. I once stayed for a while in one of the sanctuaries. It is a place that people 

yearned for. Jian Wushuang has such talent. It is very normal that he wants to go to the Ten Cultivation 

Sanctuaries. It’s such a pity.” 

The Master of Silence Gloriette sighed in disappointment. 

For a genius like Jian Wushuang, he, of course, wanted for Jian Wushuang to stay in Snow Dojo if 

possible. 

However, Wu Cang said that he already invited him once and advised him. However, Jian Wushuang had 

made up his mind. 

“Master.” 

Wu Chao among the golden-dressed deacons stood up and said, “If Jian Wushuang only won a ranking 

battle for Snow Dojo and he is going to leave right after that, there’s no need for us to give him the 

quota to enter Tian Yuan Mystery Land. We could totally give it to the other geniuses in Snow Dojo.” 

Wu Cang’s face suddenly grew grave. 



The main goal of Jian Wushuang was of course for the travel route to the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries. 

However, Tian Yuan Mystery Land was a great chance too. Hence, it’d be great if he could obtain that 

chance. 

Then, Wu Chao wanted to pass the quota that originally belonged to Jian Wushuang to other people. 

“The quota to enter Tian Yuna Mystery Land should still be for him.” 

The Master of Silence Gloriette replied, “He won the ranking battle on behalf of Snow Dojo. Supposedly, 

he should get some benefit. It’s only a quota for Tian Yuan Mystery Land. We at Snow Dojo are not that 

stingy.” 

As the Master of Silence Gloriette had ordered it, Wu Chao naturally didn’t dare to go against him. 

“Qing, you take care of the rest of the matter,” the Master of Silence Gloriette instructed. 

“Certainly,” the first deacon, Master Qing, nodded. 

“I shall return first. Wu Cang, bring that man to see me later.” 

Then, the Master of Silence Gloriette vanished into thin air on the stand. 

… 

The ranking battle had ended. The experts on the training field slowly dispersed as the result was out. 

The people in Mountain Rock World came out from the middle of the training field as well. 

Many geniuses from Universe God Palace gathered and they looked embarrassed. Their gazes were 

fixed on a figure on the opposite side. 

“Jian Wushuang!” 

“It’s him. He defeated all seven of our geniuses at once. Even Lu Qing couldn’t resist his stroke!” 

“Jian Wushuang, I wonder where he popped out from.” 

The geniuses from Universe God Palace discussed among themselves. 

Before the ranking battle begun, they would pay closer attention to geniuses from their opponent. For 

instance, their top representative, Long Hao was someone they focused on. 

However, Jian Wushuang… He joined Snow Dojo for about three months time and he was extremely low 

profile during those three months. No one knew his true power in Snow Dojo, so Universe God Palace 

naturally wouldn’t know either. 

They never expected that the scariest genius in Snow Dojo wasn’t Long Hao but this person named Jian 

Wushuang. 

“He’s too strong.” 

Lu Qing stood there and watched Jian Wushuang too. He was upset. 

He remembered clearly how Jian Wushuang killed him with one stroke in Mountain Rock World. 



He thought Jian Wushuang was only good with consciousness attacks, but he never expected his divine 

power explosion would be that terrifying too. 

He wasn’t defeated unjustly. Their difference was too vast. 

As for the geniuses from Snow Dojo, they looked at Jian Wushuang in astonishment. 

They clearly knew that they would have lost the ranking battle if it wasn’t because of Jian Wushuang. 

Dong Ao was among the crowd too. But then Dong Ao was well-behaved and he even didn’t have the 

courage to look at Jian Wushuang’s eyes. 

Previously, he thought Jian Wushuang defeated him by a fluke. However, after the ranking battle, he 

finally understood. 

He didn’t win by a fluke. Jian Wushuang was much stronger than him. 

Jian Wushuang obviously didn’t put in any effort during the fight three months ago. 

Swoosh! 

A figure appeared next to Jian Wushuang. It was Wu Cang. 

“Jian Wushuang, I talked to the Master of Silence Gloriette. The Master of Silence Gloriette wants me to 

bring you to see him,” Wu Cang said. 

“Oh?” Jian Wushuang was delighted. He didn’t bother with the people around him but left with Wu 

Cang to see the Master of Silence Gloriette. 

In Snow Dojo, there was a palace that was entirely black. All the decorations and embellishments in the 

palace were black too. 

Wu Cang and Jian Wushuang walked into the black palace. 

“Master, I brought Jian Wushuang,” Wu Cang said politely. 

“Mm, you may go now,” the Master of Silence Gloriette who was seated on the throne in the palace 

waved. 

Wu Cang left immediately. 

In the black palace, there were only Jian Wushuang and the Master of Silence Gloriette left. 

“Jian Wushuang, greet the Master of Silence Gloriette.” 

Jian Wushuang bowed politely in response. 

Chapter 1339: Tian Yuan Mystery Land 

 

“Jian Wushuang.” 

Master of Silence Gloriette said, “I have heard from Lord Wu Cang about your plan to go to the Ten 

Cultivation Sanctuaries. I have the map. But you had better not to go there.” 



“Why?” Jian Wushuang raised his head to look at Master of Silence Gloriette. 

“The Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries are extremely far from the Snow Kingdom, through a route of which is 

full of obstacles and danger. It is difficult to handle even for a Universe God in the Third Heaven.” 

“I nearly died on the way to one of the sanctuaries.” Master of Silence Gloriette added. 

Jian Wushuang frowned. 

Even Master of Silence Gloriette, who was much more powerful than him, had almost died on the way 

to the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries? 

“Jian Wushuang, the Eternal Chaotic World is full of danger. Even King Luo Zhen and the creators of the 

Lineage of Star could meet a deadly situation. But it doesn’t mean that you should step back.” King of 

Venomous Worms said. 

“You are right.” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

“I recommend that you delay your plan and cultivate in my Snow Dojo for tens of thousands of years. It 

won’t be too late for you to go there when you become a Universe God of the Third Heaven.” Master of 

Silence Gloriette smiled. 

Jian Wushuang said, “Thank you for your kindness. I know how dangerous the journey will be. But I am 

quite determined to go there.” 

“Emm...”Master of Silence Gloriette thought for a while and said, “If you stay here, I could ask Master 

Luo, who is very good at swordsmanship, to teach you how to improve your swordsmanship.” 

“Emmmm...” Jian Wushuang paused for a while. 

He was surprised that Master of Silence Gloriette was trying whatever he could to convince Jian 

Wushuang to stay in the Snow Dojo. 

“But in fact, the reason why I want to go to the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries is that I am going to meet my 

master there and learn from him.” Jian Wushuang said. 

Master of Silence Gloriette finally gave up his efforts to persuade Jian Wushuang, “OK, since you already 

have a master, it is better for you to leave here and go there.” 

He took out a token, saying, “Here is the map to one of the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries. I only have one.” 

King of Venomous Worms said to Jian Wushuang, the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries are close to each 

other. If you can find one, it is easy to find the rest of them.” 

“Thank you.” Jian Wushuang was very happy. 

After Jian Wushuang left the palace, he took out the token immediately and started to read. 

“My guess is confirmed. The Snow Kingdom was just a tiny place located at the margin of the Eternal 

Chaotic World, so many Gods – including me – didn’t know of the Snow Kingdom.” King of Venomous 

Worms said. 



“Jian Wushuang, Master of Silence Gloriette is right. Going to the Ten Cultivation Sanctuaries is really a 

daunting task.” King of Venomous Worms added. 

“Why do you say so?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

As we have already known the location of the Snow Kingdom, we now don’t have to follow Master of 

Silence Gloriette’s advice about the route. I will spend some time figuring out a solution and tell you 

after you come back from the Tian Yuan Mystery Land. 

Jian Wushuang nodded. 

He came back to his room and started to cultivate as usual. 

Ten days passed. Thirty talents, including Tian Yuan Mystery Land, had gathered to go to the Tian Yuan 

Mystery Land. 

They followed Deacon Green, the Chief Deacon, to the entrance of the Tian Yuan Mystery Land. 

After a moment, the gate of the Tian Yuan Mystery Land opened. 

Jian Wushuang entered into the land and saw a vast white space. 

All the corners of the space were full of white smog. 

And he felt an invisible power coming to him. 

“The power is...” Jian Wushuang tried to figure out what it was. 

“Do you also feel the power?” Long Hao asked Jian Wushuang. 

Ten days ago, Jian Wushuang reversed the situation of the game and helped the Snow Dojo win the 

Ranked Battle. The rest of the twenty-nine members all showed their respect to Jian Wushuang. 

They were very grateful to him. 

Without Jian Wushuang, they would have had no chance at all to come to the Tian Yuan Mystery Land. 

Long Hao also respected him a lot. 

“Yes, it is a consciousness attack.” Jian Wushuang answered Long Hao. 

“Yes. You are the best at consciousness attacks amongst us. So you must know more about the power.” 

Long Hao said, “Consciousness is fundamental to us, no less important than our lives.” 

“If our rivals from the Universe God Palace had a stronger consciousness, they wouldn’t be defeated in a 

short time.” He added. 

“And Tian Yuan Mystery Land is a good place for us to cultivate consciousness.” 

“Cultivate consciousness?” Jian Wushuang was interested. 

Long Hao continued, “There has always been a powerful natural force in consciousness attacks. The 

deeper one is in the land, the stronger the attack is. We are now just at the margin of the Tian Yuan 



Mystery Land and the power is relatively weak. But if we go deeper or go to the second level, the 

consciousness attack’s power will soar!” 

Chapter 1340: Cultivation Under Assault of Consciousness 

 

The assault of consciousness in Tian Yuan Mystery Land is divided into four levels according to their 

intensity!” 

“Any ordinary Universe God in the First Heaven could easily block the first level of assault of 

consciousness. As for the second level of the assault of consciousness, it would require the 

consciousness strength of a Universe God in the Second Heaven to be able to resist. The one 

corresponding to the third level would be the Universe God in the Third Heaven!” 

“As for the fourth level…” 

“The fourth level is rather obtuse. We Snow Dojo has many geniuses that visit Tian Yuan Mystery Land. 

Many of them are impressive Universe Gods in the Third Heaven. However, those who pass through the 

fourth level under the assault of consciousness are extremely rare!” 

“Besides the intensity of the assault of consciousness on the fourth level, there are other opportunities. 

For instance, ten thousand years ago, there was a Universe God in the Third Heaven from Snow Dojo 

who obtained an impressive secret skill from the fourth level.” 

“Of course, the fourth level is too far for us, Universe Gods in the First Heaven. All we can do now is train 

our consciousness to the first level, or the second level at the most. Jian Wushuang, your assault of 

consciousness is so fierce, maybe you could try to reach the very end of the second level,” Long Hao 

said. 

Jian Wushuang understood the Tian Yuan Mystery Land to a certain extent after hearing what Long Hao 

said. 

“It turned out that it was a mystery land to train and improve one’s strength of consciousness,” Jian 

Wushuang smiled faintly. 

“Jian Wushuang, it isn’t easy to enhance your strength of consciousness and places to enhance your 

strength of consciousness is hard to come by too. Although your consciousness has already transformed 

into Soul Power, you could also improve it with the assault of consciousness in Tian Yuan Mystery Land. 

It is a rare opportunity that you shouldn’t miss,” King of Venomous Worms’ voice sounded in his head. 

“I, of course, wont miss out on such an opportunity,” Jian Wushuang replied. 

“Jian Wushuang, we can only stay in Tian Yuan Mystery Land for ten years. Tian Yuan Mystery Land will 

close ten years later and we will have to leave too. So, make the best use of the time and hurry up,” 

Long Hao reminded. 

“Mm,” Jian Wushuang nodded. He didn’t hesitate and immediately moved forward. 

The other experts who entered Tian Yuan Mystery Land moved forward too. 



Whoever wanted to train one’s consciousness via assault of consciousness must allow the assault of 

consciousness to push his endurance limit. Then, they were only at the border of the first level and the 

assault of consciousness was fairly weak. Hence, there was naturally no one who wanted to cultivate 

there. 

Jian Wushuang continued to move forward. He could feel that the assault of consciousness was growing 

stronger throughout the journey but he wasn’t bothered. Soon, he reached the end of the first level. 

Until then, he hadn’t felt restricted at all. 

However, the few Universe Gods in the First Heaven obviously felt the strain, although they persisted. 

The geniuses from Snow Dojo’s consciousness were naturally stronger than the others of the same level. 

Almost everyone passed through the first level. 

But when they reached the second level, the assault of consciousness went up to the level of a Universe 

God in the Second Heaven. Among the ten Universe Gods in the First Heaven, only Jian Wushuang, Long 

Hao and one other person managed to pull through. The remaining seven of them stopped one after 

another. The assault of consciousness had obviously reached the limit of what they could endure. 

After a while, Long Hao and the other Universe God stopped in the middle region of the second level, 

while Jian Wushuang continued to move forward without hesitation. 

He walked directly to the end of the second level. Then, he still didn’t look like he was going to stop but 

entered the third level directly. 

When he arrived the third level, the assault of consciousness had arrived at the level of Universe God in 

the Third Heaven. However, Jian Wushuang looked normal and he didn’t seem to be straining at all. 

“Although the assault of consciousness on the third level was fierce, it still couldn’t affect me?” Jian 

Wushuang found it strange and he asked in silence, “King of Venomous Worms, do you know my 

strength of consciousness is currently at which level?” 

“Strength of consciousness?” 

King of Venomous Worms smiled faintly and replied, “You have always been training your consciousness 

and Soul Power with the method your master has taught you. Plus, you’ve been through so much and 

also when you underwent the Inverse Cultivation Test, the training of your mind test pushed your 

consciousness much higher compared to the others who shared the same rank. If you are talking about 

the strength of consciousness alone, you should currently be at the peak of Universe God in the Second 

Heaven or even Universe God in the Third Heaven!” 

“However, because your consciousness transformed into Soul Power long ago, Soul Power is an 

extremely high-end power. Hence, even though you are slightly weaker in strength, an ordinary assault 

of consciousness wouldn’t be able to do anything to you. Now, you are already entering the third level in 

Tian Yuan Mystery Land but you still aren’t affected much.” 

“I reckon you’d only feel strained when you reach the middle of third level. As for your limit, it should be 

at the end of the third level.” 

Jian Wushuang heard that and nodded. 



Sure enough, when he reached the mid-region of the third level, the assault of consciousness caused a 

faint tingle in his head and he felt a little strained. 

Then, Jian Wushuang didn’t opt to stop but continued to move forward. Soon, he arrived at the end of 

the third level and finally stopped. 

The others who had also walked till the end of the third level were the nine Universe Gods in the Third 

Heaven from Snow Dojo. 

There was a total of ten Universe Gods in the Third Heaven from Snow Dojo that had entered Tian Yuan 

Mystery Land. However, among the ten of them, the eye-catching Chen Feng had already leaped into 

the fourth level. 

That very moment, the nine Universe Gods in the Third Heaven noticed Jian Wushuang’s arrival and they 

found it unbelievable. 

“Are you kidding me? A Universe God in the First Heaven walked all the way to the end of the third 

level? Drawing with us?” 

“During the ranking battle earlier, I could tell that Jian Wushuang’s consciousness attack was extremely 

strong. Hence, his strength of consciousness shouldn’t be much weaker. However, I never expected his 

strength of consciousness to be compared favorably with us, Peak Universe Gods in the Third Heaven.” 

“Universe Gods in the First Heaven who possesses such strength of consciousness. How is that 

possible?” 

The nine Universe Gods in the Third Heaven exchanged glances in surprise and they were left 

speechless. 

However, Jian Wushuang was unconcerned. When he reached the end of the third level, he sat down. 

Then, he started cultivating Universal Dao Scripture under the pressure of the consciousness attack. 

Universal Dao Scripture was a method to improve Soul Power. 

When one’s Soul Power was at its limit, cultivating scripture was definitely the best shortcut to 

improving Soul Power. 

“It’s a rare opportunity. I only have ten years’ time and I can’t miss a single second,” Jian Wushuang held 

his fists tight, but he was calm. 

He was fully immersed into the cultivation of Universal Dao Scripture. 

As for those Universe Gods in the Third Heaven who were next to him, they already recovered from the 

surprise and had concentrated on their own training too. 

 


